I

nsight into the spirit and methods
by which turn of the century arts
and crafts pottery was made is the
inspiration behind Ephraim Faience
Pottery. Lost to the machines of the
industrial revolution was the intimacy
and aesthetics of wheel thrown hand
decorated pottery. In protest intuitive craftsmen of that day began to
integrate the serenity of nature back
into their designs. This led to a beauty
and harmony between pottery form
and richness of glaze never before
or again seen.

It was not long after these designs
originated that other companies decided they could make the pottery
faster and more profitably by using
the slip cast mold method. Some of
the original Arts and Crafts potteries
went out of business, and others
followed the new production trends,
creating mass produced pottery, thus
losing their individuality. The uniqueness and depth of the original hand
thrown, hand decorated pottery was
once again Being lost to the industrialization of our country.

Ephraim Faience
Art Pottery

Butternut Vase

Hand Thrown,
Hand Decorated Art Pottery

Trumpet Vase

83⁄4" high x 51⁄4" wide
#732 LG, SY

Calabash Raindrop Vase

81⁄2" high x 51⁄2" wide
#728

101⁄2" high x 71⁄2" wide
#727

E

phraim Faience Pottery once
again celebrates the revival of
honest individually made art
reminiscent of this era. From the
hands of the potter to the craftsmanship and beauty of our glazes, we
simply want to deliver the finest art
pottery you own today.

Iris Star Vase
11" high x 53⁄4" wide
#733

B

ecause of the hand thrown,
hand decorated nature of our
art pottery and to ensure that
the value and collectibility remains
high, we are limiting our pottery to a
maximum quantity of 500 pieces per
form. The form then will be retired
and another beautiful piece will appear in a supplement mailer.
Pottery Care: We do not recommend
adding liquids to the interior of any
art pottery, new or old. In order to
protect the life of your faience pottery and your furniture from water
damage, we suggest that a protective
floral liner and drip pan be used if you
wish to display live flowers.
Since each piece is hand thrown, decorated and glazed slight variations
among pots will occur, contributing
to the individuality and character of
every Ephraim Faience art pot.

Apple Leaf Vase
51⁄4" high x 41⁄4" wide
#704

Fern Vase
121⁄2"
#714

high x 6" wide
LG, SY, CP, SB

Spider Lily Vase
Mountain Ash Vase
7" high x 41⁄4" wide
#729 LG, SY, CP, SB

141⁄2" high x 53⁄4" wide
#710

SB Seaspray Blue
CP Crystaline
Purple
LG Leaf Green
SY Satin Yellow

Cattail Vase
Ephraim Faience Pottery
P.O. Box 792 Brookfield, WI 53008-0792
1-888-704-POTS (7687)

113⁄4" high x 51⁄2" wide
#734
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Lilac Vase
71⁄2" high x 43⁄4" wide
#701 LG, SY, CP, SB

Impatiens Planter
2" high x 6" wide
#723
LG, SY, CP, SB

Sage Vase
81⁄2"

Leaf Candle Holder
41⁄2"

Marigold Vase

51⁄2"

high x
wide
#721
LG, SY, CP, SB

7" high x 41⁄2" wide
#724 LG, SY, CP, SB

high x 81⁄4" wide
#715

Low Bowl
21⁄2" high x 73⁄4" wide
#725
LG, SY, CP, SB

Ever seen a
hand thrown
Wall Pocket
Budding Costus Vase
61⁄4"

81⁄4"

high x
#709

wide

Chamber Sticks
21⁄4" high x 51⁄2" wide
#720 LG, SY, CP, SB

10" high x 53⁄4" wide
#722

Prairie Flower Bowl
41⁄2" high x 93⁄4" wide
#730

Primrose Vase
101⁄2" high x 81⁄4" wide
#716

Large Jardiniere
Number limited to 100 numbered pieces
10" high x 13" wide
#719

Medium Jardiniere
73⁄4" high x 103⁄4" wide
#718

Rook Vase
13" high x
#726

71⁄2"
SB

wide

Greek Vase
53⁄4"

10" high x
#717

wide

Prairie Flower Vase

Ginger Lily Star Vase

15" high x 7" wide
#731

73⁄4" high x 43⁄4" wide
#708

